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 Political cartoons say a lot with a little. They can capture an atmosphere, tell a story, and 

illustrate a state of affairs in an instant. J.P. Alley's image from the Memphis Commercial 

Appeal, circa the early 1930s, is one such evocative image. In one brief moment, the simple 

depiction of a down-on-his-luck Ku Klux Klansman approaching a diminutive but stoic Adolf 

Hitler about finding work soldiering speaks to the state of politics, the economy, and the use of 

violence as a tool. An analysis of this editorial draws parallels and distinctions between the 

KKK and the National Socialist Party of Germany during this period, that are still of interest 

today. 

 The second Ku Klux Klan was born in 1915, but really came to life in 1921. By that 

time, somewhere between 2 and 4 million Americans from many walks of life were part of 

various Klan-affiliated organizations, and massive marches and cross burnings were a common 

sight in the southern United States.1 The Klan's primary concerns were policing morality, and 

enforcing what was in their view 'pure Americanism': strict, white Protestant values, in strict 

opposition to the social ascension of Catholics, Jews, and African Americans.2 This iteration of 

the Klan traced their history back to the 1915 lynching of Leo Frank, a northern-born Jew 

accused of the murder of 13 year old Mary Phagan in 1913. Though historians have found no 

solid links between the lynchers, who called themselves the Knights of Mary Phagan, and the 

reborn Ku Klux Klan that arose later in 19153, the fact that the Klan leaders themselves 

heralded this murder as their founding myth speaks to their appreciation for the power of 

violence as a retributive force. 

                                                 
1Thomas R. Pegram, One Hundred Percent American: The Rebirth and Decline of the Ku Klux Klan in the 1920s (Chicago: 

Ivan R. Dee, 2011), 3. 
2David Chalmers, Hooded Americanism: The History of the Ku Klux Klan (New York: Franklin Watts, 1981), 70. 
3Thomas R. Pegram, One Hundred Percent American: The Rebirth and Decline of the Ku Klux Klan in the 1920s (Chicago: 

Ivan R. Dee, 2011), 158. 



 Most often, hooded intimidation was the main tool at the Klan's disposal, but vigilantes 

would sometimes actively employ violence as well. Public beatings, whippings, and lynchings 

happened across the southern United States as the ranks of the Klan swelled,4 often by 

unmasked perpetrators, which reflects the public sentiment of the time toward minority groups, 

and those that would do them harm.5 As the Klan moved into the north in the mid 1920s, 

violent brawls became more common, sometimes involving hundreds of participants. However, 

much of the violence was actually directed against the Klan, as belligerent opposition groups 

resisted the KKK's incursion into the north.6 

 These widely-publicized incidents of violence on both sides helped turn public favour 

away from the Klan. Though their new leader, Hiram Evans, was trying his best to change the 

course, and thus public perception, of the Klan from terrifying night raiders to a fraternalist 

political organization, the opinion of the citizenry was fixed.7 On top of this, social attitudes in 

the United States were changing, and the Klan was not equipped to keep up.8 In 1927, a 

protracted trial featuring many disaffected Klan officials revealed scores of horrific acts of 

violence; many exaggerated, some entirely fictitious.9 Even so, the tide had turned and the 

average American looked upon the Klan with revulsion. Over the next few years, as the 

economy worsened and social mores continued to change, memberships dropped 

dramatically10. By 1933, the Klan was a shell of what it had been just 10 years earlier, and still 
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declining. 

 In contrast to this stands the Nazi party of Germany, which rapidly ascended in the early 

years of the 1930s. Adolf Hitler was elected Chancellor in January of 1933 and moved quickly 

to consolidate single-party authority.11 By March, all of the federal states of the country were 

under control of Nazi administrations.12 Hitler had made it clear to the party's paramilitary arm, 

known as the SA, that their loyalty was owed explicitly to him. He promised to personally lead 

them, and thus, Hitler's unquestioned, absolute authority was established.13 

 The aftermath of the Great War left Germany in shambles, and the Nazis appealed to a 

public ravaged by war. Bellicose rhetoric and demands for revenge upon the perpetrators of 

sundry injustices were the tools of the trade, and the Nazis first turned their ire towards their 

political opponents, purging many of those thought to be in league with 'the Left'.14 Another 

important component was a pervasive antisemitism among the German citizenry as a whole. 

Jews were said to be in league with the Bolsheviks, and attacks against Jewish civilians and 

businesses became commonplace.15 The German public, stoked by passionate nationalism, 

were willing to profit from this institutional racism as Jews were expelled from their homes and 

jobs, and often beaten in the streets.16 Moreover, the civil police force was ordered to play 

along with the SA, leaving the victims of this violence without recourse.17 This violence was 

well publicized, even celebrated, in the German media, which served to intimidate political 

opponents, and demonstrate the indomitable power of the regime.18 
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 At last, we turn our attention directly to Alley's editorial cartoon, wherein the conditions 

described above are reflected. The depicted Ku Klux Klan member at Hitler's doorstep has seen 

better days. His robes, once as pristine and white as the idealized America they represented, are 

tattered and worn. His hood is drooping and ill-fitting, and there are stitches where the cloth 

has been mended. His shoes have come apart, displaying the toes beneath the curling leather. 

To cap off the image of classic destitution, there is an empty tin can on the ground beside him – 

perhaps the remnant of some meagre meal. The overall impression, made all the more 

impactful by the use of rapid, sketched lines, is of poverty. Any prosperity this man may once 

have experienced is long in the past. 

 The body language of the Klan member, too, speaks volumes. Though he is tall and 

broadly built, he carries himself with hesitation, even penitence – his back is hunched, and his 

hands raised in a defensive gesture that can be read as nothing short of supplication. He looks 

down at the shorter Hitler, but it's clear who has the power in this image. Even without the text 

to drive home the message, it's obvious from the Klansman's approach that he is seeking aid of 

some kind. 

 Hitler, on the other hand, is steadfastly defiant from head to toe. His posture suggests 

authority and impatience, with a wide stance and clenched fists angled on his hips. His 

expression is one of stoic scepticism. He does not appear ready to concede to the Klansman's 

request. The manner in which Hitler is depicted is striking, especially when considered in 

comparison to the Klansman. The lines are much surer, more deliberate, and there is a much 

heavier use of thick blacks. His clothes are in perfect condition; pressed, clean, with crisp tie 

and shined boots. Hitler is not depicted as a man searching for a purpose. 

 The spatial perspective of the cartoon is illuminating and helps drive the narrative in a 



subtle way. Hitler is shown to be the authoritative gatekeeper, the man in charge to whom 

requests must be addressed. The door symbolizes a possible future for the Klansman; implicitly 

a step up from his current situation, from an informal brigade of like-minded racial enthusiasts 

to the strict, efficient rank-and-file of the German machine. Hitler, though, blocks the door, as 

the man who must be satisfied before any progress can be had. The angle of the image places 

us on the side of the Klansman, confronting the powerful from a position of weakness. It's 

interesting to note that the Klansman's shadow reaches out, approaching Hitler, but fades before 

it reaches him. From this subtle use of artistic license we receive the impression that, despite 

their differences in physical size, the Klan is not up to the standards of the Nazis. 

 The use of the vernacular dialogue helps to show the disparities between these two 

nationalist organizations. The image itself says quite a lot, of course, and the cartoon would 

work on the merits of the drawing alone, but the Klansman's speech gives us another angle, and 

helps tell the story. The stilted, uneducated dialogue shows the Klan's humble roots, and though 

Hitler himself doesn't speak in this panel, a contrast is clearly drawn between the Klansman's 

clumsy dialect and the fiery rhetoric of the new German Chancellor. Again, this all serves to 

illustrate that the differences between these individuals, and by extension, their respective 

organizations, are much greater than their similarities. 

 The Klansman's informal approach to his job hunt draws an implicit distinction between 

the Klan and the Nazis, as well. He comes to Hitler's door, metaphorical hat in hand, and 

appears willing to take whatever he can get. He does not seem to have an appreciation for, or 

even understanding of, the strict regimentation of the Nazi Party under Hitler's leadership. He's 

accustomed to a simpler, more informal way of doing things that wouldn't live up to German 

standards. 



 All of this combines to create the impression of differences in competence and quality. 

In Alley's editorial, a parallel is drawn between the Ku Klux Klan and the National Socialists, 

but this parallel finds the Klan wanting. Though both are white nationalist political 

organizations, they are far from equal in influence or scope. The violence instigated by the 

Klan, the image suggests, does not stack up against the crimes of the Nazi Party under their 

radical leader. This would prove to be a prophetic foresight, as Alley himself died in 1934, long 

before the most heinous of Nazi atrocities would even be committed. Consequently, this 

ostensibly peaceful cartoon about a fellow whose luck has run out, tells us a lot about the 

violence of the period. The heyday of the Klan's sporadic attacks on blacks and Catholics in the 

southern United States had come to a close as economic circumstances and public opinion 

shifted. The informal brigade of toughs that composed the ranks of the KKK was significantly 

diminished, and the threat they posed as a political force had dissipated. Once feared and 

celebrated, the remains of the Klan were in terminal disrepair. This decline in fortune is 

mirrored by the ascent of the organized, capable National Socialist Party in Germany, lead by 

the authoritarian Adolf Hitler. Nazi ideology in many ways echoed some of the sentiments of 

the Klan, including racial purity and expulsion of immigrants – but the Germans were in 

government, and Hitler was becoming more and more powerful every day, while the Klan was 

facing record-low membership. Though the image is humorous, Alley's overall intent is clear: 

gone are the days of the fraternalist Ku Klux Klan, for the days of the Nazis have come. 
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